All spaces in this paper are assumed to be topological Hausdorff spaces. An ordered compactum is a compact space K (possibly nonmetrizable) provided with a total ordering < such that the topology of K is the topology induced by the ordering <. If the ordered compactum is in addition connected, we have an ordered continuum C. The class of all spaces X which can be obtained as the image f(K) of an ordered compactum K under a continuous mapping /: K-* X onto X (and similarly the class of images of ordered continua C) has been studied in the last few years in particular by P. Papic and the author (cf.
All spaces in this paper are assumed to be topological Hausdorff spaces. An ordered compactum is a compact space K (possibly nonmetrizable) provided with a total ordering < such that the topology of K is the topology induced by the ordering <. If the ordered compactum is in addition connected, we have an ordered continuum C. The class of all spaces X which can be obtained as the image f(K) of an ordered compactum K under a continuous mapping /: K-* X onto X (and similarly the class of images of ordered continua C) has been studied in the last few years in particular by P. Papic and the author (cf. ) and by L. B. Treybig(cf. [9] , [10] ). Although several interesting properties of these spaces were found (all indicating that the class of these spaces may be smaller than one might have suspected), the characterization of these spaces remains still open. One of the difficulties appears to be a lack of proper examples, in particular in dimensions higher than 1.
In known examples, dimension higher than 1 is always due to the presence of higher dimensional metric subcontinua, thus suggesting that images of ordered compacta are essentially of dimension :g 1, provided metric subcontinua be disregarded. The main purpose of this paper is to give a precise meaning to this statement and then to prove it. 1 . A reduced dimension which neglects metric subcontinua. Statement of the main theorem. In this section we define, for Hausdoff compact spaces only, a notion of reduced dimension which neglects metric subcontinua. It assigns to every compactum X an integer Ind (X,W) ^ -1, where 9JÍ denotes the class of metric continua. As usually the definition is by induction. Definition 1. Let X be a Hausdorff compact space. Ind (X, 501)= -1 means that X is empty. We say that Ind(X,9Ji) ^ 0 provided all components of X are metric continua. We say that Ind (Jl",9JÍ) z% n, n>0, provided for every nonempty closed subset F cz X and every open set U of X containing F there exists an open set F of X, Fez Va U, such that Ind(Fr V,W)ún-l.
If Ind (X,W)Û n, but Ind (X, 93Î) ;£ n -1 does not hold, then we say that Ind (X, 9JÎ) = n.
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The value lnd(X,W) is clearly well defined. Comparing Ind(X,S0T) with the usual definition for large inductive dimension Ind X, we immediately find that (1) Ind (X, Sol) ^ Ind X.
Any metric continuum X of dimension Ind X = dim X > 1 is an example of a compactum where Ind (X, SOt) < Ind X, because Ind (X, SOT) = 0. For a nonmetrizable continuuum X we have Ind (X,SOT) ^ 1. If a compactum X contains no metrizable nondegenerate subcontinuum, then (2) lnd(X,iVl) = lndX. lnd(X,iW) is a monotonously increasing function on the set of closed subsets of X (ordered by inclusion cz). Ind (X,S0T) does not satisfy the sum theorem. For example, let ii = {<x| a < cox} be the set of all countable ordinals and let X be the ordered continuum obtained by ordering lexicographically the product Q x [0,1) and adjoining a last point w,. Clearly X = Xx Uv2, where Xx is the closure of the union of all segments of X of the form [a x 0, a x -2-~]x, a < w,, and X2 is the closure of the union of all segments of X of the form [a x 4_, (a + 1) x 0]Y, a < cox. Both Xx and X2 consist of K, components which are real line segments or single points. Hence, Ind (Xh SOT) = 0, ¡' = 1,2. Nevertheless, Ind (X,S0T) = 1. Remark 1. Clearly, we could in the same way define a reduced small inductive dimension Ind (X,SOT) g Ind (X,SOT). Furthermore, instead of disregarding metric subcontinua, we could disregard subcontinua whose weight does not exceed a given cardinal k and thus obtain a reduced dimension lnd(X,k).
Our previous definition would reduce to Ind(X, K0). Now the main result can be stated as Theorem 1. If X is a continuous image of an ordered compactum K, then its reduced dimension (modulo metric subcontinua) Ind (X,S0T) ^ 1. Indeed, let C be an ordered continuum which is nonmetric and has the property that any nondegenerate subcontinuum of C is homeomorphic with C itself. Such ordered continua do exist (cf., e.g., [ 1 ] ). Clearly, C has no metric open subset. Let P be a metric Peano continuum of dimension n and let D be a countable subset [d¡, d2, ■ ■ ■} of P dense on P. Consider a sequence C¡, í= 1,2,-, of copiesof C and denote by c¡ one of the two endpoints of C¡. Let X be the subset of the Cartesian product P x Y\f= x Ci given by Clearly, X is a continuum and has all the required properties.
Remark 3. Let F be a compact space with the property that all metric subcontinua of Y are of dimension z%nandInd(Y,:W)z%n.One cannot conclude that Ind Fran. A counterexample, for n -1, is the chainable continuum described in §4 of [2] , whose large inductive dimension Ind is greater than 1. Question 1. Let X be an image of an ordered compactum and let every metric subcontinuum MczX be of dimension dim M z% n, n ^ 1. Does it follow that IndX^ n? 2. Open Fa-sets and their frontiers. Let s (X) denote the density (or degree of separability) of X, i.e. the minimal number of points in a set dense in X. In order to Theorem 1 we first prove where a¡(b¡)is the empty symbol if U¡ is an interval containing the first (last) endpoint of K. Due to compactness, f~1 (F^),aeA, intersects only a finite number of intervals Uj and each U¡ is intersected by at least one set f~1(Fx), <xeA. Consequently, k(J) z%k. Therefore, the set DczKofalltheendpointso,, A, of (7,-, 7 eJ, is of power (3) k(D)z%K. In order to prove Theorem 2 it suffices to prove that (4) FrC/cz/(Cl/))czCl/(/)).
Indeed, we know that the degree of separability s is a monotonously increasing function on closed subsets of images of ordered compacta (see Theorem 12 in [7] ). Therefore, (4) implies
In order to prove (4) first observe that (6) Fr/_1(l/)czClD. Indeed, let f0 e Fr/~1 (U). If t0 is not an endpoint of K, then for every interval (k0, kx)K, fe0<fe1, k0,kxeK, containing t0, k0<t0< kx, there is a j e J such that (fe0, kx)K n l/,#0, because t0 e Cl/_1((7) = Cl(\J/Uj). However, (k0, kx)K cannot be contained in Up because t0^/_1 ([/) . Consequently, if üj ^ k0, then k0 < bj < kx, and if k0 < a¡, then a¡ < kx. Thus, (k0, kx)K n D#0, for a¡, b} e D.
In the case when t0 is the first (last) endpoint of K, a similar argument proves that (,kx)KnD^0 ((ko,)KnD^0), for any kxeK, t0<kx (k0eK, k0 < t0).
Thus, (6) is established.
(6) reduces the proof of (4) to proving
which is an easy consequence of the fact that/(Cl/ 1(U)) is a closed set which contains U and therefore coincides with Cl U. The theorem was proved by P. Papic and the author first for images of ordered continua [5] and then for locally connected images of ordered compacta [7]. The general case was obtained by Treybig in [10].
In the next two sections 4 and 5, we give a new proof of this basic result, which we believe is considerably simpler than Treybig's original proof. In particular in §4. We associate with every map / : K-> X onto X a family $ of closed sets Fez X which plays an important role in proving results of this type. Remark 5. The proof of Theorem 1 given in the present section also demonstrates that any two closed disjoint subsets Fx, F2cz X can be separated by a separable compact subset M of X. This suggests the following Question 3. Is it always possible to separate F, from F2 by a metric compact subset M of XI 4. The family ¡Ç of closed subsets of X associated with a map f : K-> X. Given any (infinite) ordered compactum K and a map/ :K-*X onto a space X, we associate with / a family $ (not uniquely determined) of closed subsets Fez X as follows. We choose a dense subset D cz K such that (1) /<(/)) = s(K). 7) is the union of maximal disjoint intervals U} -(ap b¡)K,jeJ; here a¡ and b¡ can be empty symbols in which case we obtain initial and terminal intervals. The set/-1(M) being compact, it meets only finitely many intervals Uj,j =jx,---Jn-For each,/ e {jx,.-.,jn},there is a minimal element a'j of U¡ n f~\M), and a maximal element b] of U¡ n f~ 1(M). By assumption, the interval (ap a'j)K cannot be empty, because f(a'j) e M, while f(af)eX \U, for aj^f_1(U). Hence, there is a point c¡ e D such that cs e (a¡, a'¡)K. Similarly, we find a point (!) The weight w(X) is the least cardinal of a basis for the topology of X. Clearly, F separates X between M and N.
Proof of Theorem 3. The essential step consists in establishing
Theorem 3'. Let K be an ordered compactum andf: K -> X a mapping onto X. If X is "connected,mhen w(X)]^¡¡s(K)(3).
(3) Compare with Lemma 3of [5] . On the other hand, if M.cFf, i.e. FtnClMx / 0, then a fortiori (7) i/2nClMa^0, because Fxcz U2. However, (7) implies (8) U2nMx*0 and a fortiori (9) MxnClU2¥=0.
Hence, Mx cannot meet X\U, which proves that (10) MxczU.
Since also Fx c U, it follows that (11) F*czU. Now (6) and (11) imply (12) xel/jCzIntFfcz U, proving thus that 23 is indeed a basis.
Proof of Theorem 3. It suffices to observe that X can always be obtained as the image of an ordered compactum K for which s(K) = s(X) (see Corollary 5 in [7] ). Then, Theorem 3' proves that w(X) ^ s(K) = s(X), which completes the proof, because s(X)'z% w(X) always holds good. An alternative consists in applying Lemma 4 of [9] , which enables one to assume that/:K-»Z is irreducible, i.e., / maps no closed proper subset of K onto X. Then again s(K) = s(X) (Lemma 1 in [10]).
These remarks combined with Lemma 2 also establish Theorem 4. Let X be an image of an ordered compactum. Then there exists a family g of closed subsets Fez X such that its power /c(g) z% s(X) and that X can be separated between any two disjoint closed subsets M, Nez X by some member F of g.
6.
Products X x Y as images of ordered compacta. The following theorem has been proved independently by A. J. Ward (unpublished) and L. B. Treybig [9] (4). Proof of Theorem 5. Using the fact that every ordered compactum K is sequentially compact, we conclude that Y is itself sequentially compact, because it is obviously an image of K. Consequently, there is no loss of generality in assuming that Y is a monotonously increasing sequence of different real numbers yx<y2< ••• < yn < -tending towards yw (cf. [9] ).
Clearly, the sets U is therefore an open F"-set whose frontier X x {y oe} must be separable, by Corollary 2. This proves that X itself, and therefore also X x Y, are separable. Thus there is no loss of generality in assuming that K itself is separable (cf. the end of §5). Now consider the family 5 of closed sets of X x Y associated with f:K^>Xx Y following §4. Observe that (3) fc(g)^K0.
Let % : X x Y -» X denote the natural projection and let 23 be the family of all sets of the form (4) Int n(F), Feg. (5) xeWezCXWezV.
(4) The case when X x Y is the image of an ordered continuum has been proved earlier in [5] .
[February Consider closed disjoint sets n~1(ClW) and n~*(X \V). Since/ is continuous, there exist at most finitely many pairs of consecutive points a¡, b¡ eK, a¿< bt, (ab b¡)n = 0, such that/maps one point into ^"'(Clff) and the other point into n~1(X \ V). Therefore, we can choose an index n < cosuch that (Cl W) x {yn} is free of images of these points. This enables us to apply Lemma 1 of §4 and find a set F e g such that (6) (ClW)x{yn}ezFezn1(V).
Applying n to (6) we obtain (7) WczClWcznFczV, which proves that (8) xelntTtFcF, thus demonstrating that 23 is indeed a basis for X.
7. An alternative proof for Theorem 5. We conclude this paper by giving yet another proof of Theorem 5 which has the advantage of being straightforward and short. We assume again that Y is of the form {yx,••■,y",---,yoe}.
Consider, for each n < oo,the set X Therefore, for all but finitely many, we must have (7) /©c U x Y (cf. Lemma 4 of [7] ). This proves that, for a sufficiently large n, we have
